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Prologue

The  scientists  rifle  the  needles  to  test  the

amphibians out. They test out the amphibians to see if they

turned into ailens. The amphibians test out to see if their

whole bodies turned into purple. They struggled and fall

down into the lab machine floor again and got up to rise

over to eat people.

The scientist leaves the crew and walked out to free

his amphibians,  opening the glass door.  The amphibians

jumped free and screeched violently all over the lab room.

They went out and free themselves to eat other people.

The scientist had an aluminum plate of needles of

mutant  purple  liquids  to  test  more  amphibians.  Other

scientists had their cages of amphibians in their hands. The

amphibians in one of those cages jumped higher in each

side. They said their own sounds to wait to look for some

places. They set up the cages to open the door to take their

amphibians. They went inside and got in the lab, getting

their cages of amphibians. The amphibians jumped in one

of these cages to set themselves free. One scientist had a

plate of needles and purple liquid jar to give it to other
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scientists on a test lab. The scientists test their amphibians

to see if its purple monstrous.

One of the scientists picked up the needles, pulling

the needle top, and suck the purple liquid inside the jar. He

or she grabbed a bunch of needles  to suck more purple

liquid in one of those needles.

The  scientists  went  to  the  room,  opened  the  lab

door,  shot  the  amphibians.  There  were  twenty-four

amphibians in the lab room. They tested the amphibians to

see if they turned into a purple, demonic amphibians.

They kept jumping joyously and hopped each other

until they fainted down by the purple liquid. It took them

fourty  seconds  to  turn  themselves  into  purple,  demonic

amphibians. They screeched louder and hopped out of the

lab door. The lab door wasn’t even opened. The scientists

walked out and tried to opened the door to let the purple,

demonic amphibians out of this room.

The purple, demonic amphibians got freed and eat

all of the scientists’ legs up. The scientists fell down to the

ground, raking the purple amphibian out of his leg.

“Is there any mutagen that will calm him down?”

the scientist said.
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“Yes, the mutagens are on our desk. We also tested

that our experiments for more amphibians to make different

faces and bodies,” the scientist said to other scientists.

“Give me that shit!” the other scientist  said.  The

other  scientist  snatches  the  purple  liquid  jar  that  has  a

paper that said ‘Fire Salamander’. He looked at the jar

with an 4.5 x 7’ that said ‘Fire Salamander’.

He threw it  at  the  wall  on  the  lab  corner  in  his

anarchy anger. The scientists came, looking at the broken

‘Fire Salamander’ experiment jar on the floor and looking

at the dark, violet-purple experiment splat through the wall

on the lab corner.

“Son of a bitch!” the other scientist said, had his

kelly-green broom and forest green dust pan with his other

scientists. The other scientist used his broom and dust pan

to clean the broken jar pieces.

“This  dumbass  cold  person  threw  our  damn

amphibian experiment jar on the wall,” the third scientist

fussed in anger.

“Trust me, I can deal with this,” the scientist said,

raised his hand in front of the third scientist.

“Dumbass!”  the  third  scientist  shouted  in  loud

high-pitched voice, looked at the dust pan with the broken
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amphibian  experiment  jar  pieces  with  the  dark,  purple

liquid swept.

The scientists saw the other scientist leaving the lab

room  out  of  here.  They  came  back  and  face  the  other

scientists injured bad by the purple, demonic amphibians,

screaming in pain.

They  ran  to  the  amphibians’  cage  with  the

amphibians inside. Some of the scientists ran back to their

lab table, finding their cage keys. They snatched their keys

on the lab plate quickly.

They unlocked the doors up and let the amphibians

go free out of their cages. The amphibians went through the

other purple, demonic amphibians, hopping on each plates

in front of the scientists.

The scientists screamed in pain continually, holding

their legs and arms with bloody bites. One of the scientists

ran and find the emergency exit alarm.

The  scientist  ran  forward,  looking  for  the

emergency exit alarm until he or she found it with his or

her  sanity.  The  scientist  pulls  the  top  cover  of  the

emergency exit alarm and push the red button louder.

The alarm sirens louder. He or she ran faster to the

labotory  room.  He  or  she  opened  the  door,  looking  for

kampachi fish in the big fridge, opening the fridge door. He
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or she found an ice chest full of kampachi fish, grabbing

some of them out of the ice chest.

The  scientist  had  their  arms  and  hands  of  big

kampachi fish to send the purple, demonic amphibians to

the  18-wheeler  truck.  He or  she  ran and set  one  of  the

kampachi fish to the lab floor inside the lab room through

the science hall of fame where the elevator is at.

Another scientist  grabs another load of  kampachi

fish and set one of them on the floor together.

The  purple,  demonic  amphibians  sniffed  the

kampachi  fish  with  its  strong  scent.  They  jumped  and

followed  a  path  of  kampachi  fish  on  the  floor  through.

Each part of the kampachi fish has three sets.

They sniffed and ate the big kampachi fish together,

while others ate another step of three big kampachi fish.

They also followed the fish step to go through the big 18-

wheeler truck, continually eating the fish until they are full.

There were others who were eating some big kampachi fish

on the path.

***
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The scientists  kept setting their big kampachi fish

on the hall of fame floor after running and get some more

big kampachi fish inside the normal green chest.

Another  scientist  ran  to  the  laboratory  to  find

another chest of big kampachi fish in the fridge and set it

on the other normal green chest in the lab room.

Some scientists grabbed another big kampachi fish,

running through the elevator on the hall of fame. They ran

quickly  and  went  inside  the  elevator  by  pressing  the

elevator button. They waiting for the elevator to show up.

Their big kampachi fish dropped some drips to the ground

that they’re warm outside from their skin through the light-

pink  raw meat  after  they  came out  of  the  normal  green

chest  with  some  ice  inside,  mixed  up  with  a  lot  of  big

kampachi fish. The scientists stood patient with their big

kampachi fish handled until the elevator comes.

The  elevator  shows  up  and  opens  the  door.  The

elevator room shows an old geek man dressed up with a

cobalt  blue  fabric  shirt,  black  fabric  pants,  and  black

leather  casual  shoes.  The scientists  came with some big

kampachi fish on their arms and hands together.

They  went  inside  the  elevator  room,  going  down

through the first floor. One of the scientists had their sense

to hold their fish tight and press the ‘1’ button. The whole
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elevator moves down from fourth floor to first floor. They

waited longer to get to the first floor.

The elevator finally stops at first floor. They went

through the first floor to move forward to set more fish in

each step. They continued set more fish on each step for

more purple, demonic amphibians until they went outside

with the two glass doors to the exit.

“Take some fish and make a path to the 18-wheeler

truck,”  the  second  scientist  said.  The  scientists  dropped

balanced to the first floor through outside on the concrete

sidewalk between roads.

The 18-wheeler truck engine starts after a scientist

truck driver stood on the bar, opening the truck door, and

sat  in  the  truck  driver  seat.  The  truck  driver  sat  on the

driver’s seat.

The truck driver grabbed a light-brown box full of

cigars. He opened the light brown box on the top side. He

grabbed a cigar, finding his normal red lighter. He pushes

his lighter trigger to smoke a cigar. He smokes inside the

truck, waiting for scientists to go through the truck driver.

The scientists  tried  to  set  their  fish  on  the  ground from

sidewalk to the 18-wheeler truck. They stepped on the 18-

wheeler truck, setting their fish on the truck by slamming it

on the 18-wheeler truck box ground.
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The truck driver beeps the horn on the 18-wheeler

truck steering wheel and yelled, “Hurry your ass up! The

professors are waiting for us!”

The  scientists  heard  the  horn  carelessly,  having

some situations in front of the purple, demonic amphibians

they  tested.  They  ran  back  to  the  lab  building,  getting

through the elevator, and went back to the lab room on the

fourth floor.

They  grabbed  some  more  fish  out  of  the  normal

green chest. They went out of the lab room to set more fish

to the 18-wheeler truck box. They speedwalked out of the

lab building, getting furious and dropping more fish to the

18-wheeler  truck  box  ground.  They  continued

speedwalking  back  to  the  lab  building  to  the  lab  room,

getting a potion glass of food steam experiment. The ‘Food

Steam’ liquid color was golden-yellow.

“Get  that  potion  out  of  the  plate!”  the  other

scientist  said  confrontly.  “And make sure  you get  all  of

them!”

“Right!” the second scientist said back, glared at

the other scientist.

The scientists opened the top of the potion louder in

anger. There were several potions that has a peach color

that is written ‘Food Steam’ in black marker. They poured
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down out of one of the fishes by sliding faster by left  to

right. They continued pouring the ‘Food Steam’ experiment

jar on their path, especially one of the fishes they already

ate. The purple, demonic amphibians were following their

path  of  fish.  They  hopped  faster,  rifling  these  fish  each

other by eating. They felt very wild and roughhouse while

eating.

More  scientists  continued  pouring  their  ‘Food

Steam’ potions on one of the fish.

“Get the cage!” the scientist said.

The scientists  nod their  heads down on the other

scientists. Both of the scientists picked up the metal white

cage jail bars together on each sides. They took the white

cage jail bars to the elevator. They forced to set the white

cage jail  bars  to  evade the  purple,  demonic  amphibians

inside the elevator.

After the scientists cover the amphibians with white

cage jail bars, they continued pouring ‘Food Steam’ potion

all over the path of fish.

They  poured  them  from  the  lab  room  to  the  18-

wheeler  truck.  After  they  poured the  whole  path  of  fish,

they went back inside the lab building to get the purple,

demonic amphibians out of here.
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“Damn!” the truck driver  shouted  while  smoking

his cigar. “What are they taking so long?”

The scientists went back to the elevator to perform

the  purple,  demonic  amphibians  inside  the  elevator  by

putting the cage up together in different place.

The  purple,  demonic  amphibians  roared  wildly

inside the elevator that they filled up the whole elevator.

“Whoa, whoa!” the fifth scientist said. “This is too

much for this elevator room!”

“Go get  the  needles  for  them amphibians  before

they eating themselves wild!” the other scientist yelled.

The  other  scientist  ran  forward  to  the  lab  table,

grabbing a bunch of clear liquid needles that came from

the normal green plastic bowl filled with clear liquid which

poured  down  inside  the  plastic  bowl  from  the  big

experiment  jar  that  has  an  4.5  x  7’ paper  which  said,

‘Soothe’ written with a black pen from one of the scientists.

“You deal with those black needles while I’ll handle

them  amphibians,”  the  sixth  scientist  said  to  the  fourth

scientist, running to him or her, giving him or her needles

by setting them on the lab table.

“Don’t  push  me,  I  got  this  myself!”  the  fourth

scientist shouted. There were thirty-six needles in the lab

table. The fourth scientist grabbed one of the blank needles
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on the lab table,  sucking the clear liquid on the normal

green bowl full of ‘Soothe’ clear liquid. He or she did it in

every set of those needles.

The sixth scientist grabbed a cardboard box full of

needles  filled  with  ‘Soothe’ liquid,  which  the  box  has  a

peach  tape  on  the  center  that  says  ‘Soothe’.  He or  she

opened the box furiously, set the whole box down, grabbed

a bunch of  needles,  saying,  “Here!  Take  some bunch of

needles!”

One of the scientists grabbed a bunch of needles,

set a bunch of them in their scientists’ pants pockets. They

took two ‘Soothe’ needles at a time.

The  purple,  demonic  amphibians  jumped  violent

and fastest to attack each other by eating themselves off of

their halluncinations in the elevator room until some of the

scientists came quickly with their bunch of needles.

“Calm  their  down!”  the  leader  scientists

commanded in front of the scientists. They came inside the

elevator,  squat  down,  and  inject  them  with  ‘Soothe’

needles.

The  purple,  demonic  amphibians  gone  like  some

beasts  to  eat  each other  in  starvation  until  they  calmed

down spiritually by its science. They stopped eating each

other  and  hopped  joyously  again.  They  began  to  make
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babies  after  being  injected  by  the  scientists  with  the

‘Soothe’ needles throughout the ‘Soothe’ liquid.

The scientists think the ‘Soothe’ experiment liquid

failed,  but  some  of  them  tried  their  best  making  their

amphibians calm for their first time. They tried eight times

to test their ‘Soothe’ liquid out for their amphibians.

“I  don’t  think  this  worked  out  at  all!”  the  fifth

scientist said. Some of the scientists argued each other and

stood  in  the  lab  room  while  others  took  care  of  the

amphibians quickly inside the elevator.

They went back to the first  floor with the purple,

demonic amphibians inside the elevator.

The  scientists  and  their  purple,  demonic

amphibians  went  out  through  the  elevator.  The  purple,

demonic amphibians hopped out everywhere and messing

with the main office.

Some people on the main waiting room got scared

of  the  purple,  demonic  amphibians,  running  away  from

them until the white shaggy-haired man came out from the

elevator from third floor to first floor.

One of the scientists saw the white shaggy-haired

man with yellow shirt, silver watch, black jeans, and black

exercising  running shoes  coming to  them, running back,

grabbed their necks and beat them up harder.
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Five of the scientists tried to beat him back up while

the  rest  of  the  scientists  grabbed  their  purple,  demonic

amphibians and ran outside quickly.

The rest of the scientists tried to take their purple,

demonic amphibians and set them in the 18-wheeler truck

at the back of the box. While they took the purple, demonic

amphibians,  the purple,  demonic amphibians jumped out

free and hopped everywhere through the street.

The scientists  got shocked at the purple,  demonic

amphibians,  hopping  between  the  streets  and  buildings

after seeing their arms and hands that they left.

The truck driver saw some of the purple, demonic

amphibians  continued  hopping  through  more  cars  and

places.  They  hopped  through  the  top  of  the  cars  while

others hopped inside one of the crossover places.

“Aw damn!” the truck driver complained in anger

in  a  stoned,  tired  mode,  beating  his  18-wheeler  truck

steering wheel by making a horn in his rage while holding

his  cigar  with  his  left-hand  since  he’s  the  second  hand

smoker.

He  looked  at  the  road  inside  through  the

windshield, glaring at the tough life between his life with

his scientists and the professors’ life.
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The truck driver got mad and beeping the horn at

the scientists six times with one last longer horn, yelling,

“Get  the  damn  frogs  and  get  them  out  of  the  fucking

street!”

The  truck  driver’s  horn  scared  the  scientists  and

amphibians  out  of  the  street.  He  scrolled  the  front  18-

wheeler truck door window before yelling at his scientists.

One of the scientists ran across the streets, catching

the purple, demonic amphibians and arguing each other.

“Damn! How are we getting this amphibians out of

the streets?” the fifth scientist said.

“Just  get  them  out  of  the  streets!”  the  scientists

said.

They  went  out  catching  the  purple,  demonic

amphibians out of the streets. They ran through the streets,

looking through one of the top side of the cars. Some of the

scientists went inside one of the buildings.

The scientists find one of their amphibians, looking

for some places inside the other buildings such as stores,

office, and more.

They tried to finding the amphibians everywhere.

“Where’s  the  damn  amphibians  at?”  the  other

scientist said.
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“Just  make sure  they  don’t  hop everywhere,”  the

fourth scientist said.

“Right!” another scientist said.

The  scientists  tried  looking  for  them everywhere.

Some of the scientists found one of the amphibians for the

first  time while  others  looking for  them on every places

through one of the crossover places.

Some of the scientists caught them madder and put

them in their cages. One of the other scientists entered one

of  the  crossover  buildings,  caught  their  cages  in  their

hands.  They  went  through the  cages,  hopping inside  the

cages.  They  went  inside,  hopping  peacefully  after  the

scientists  locked  them  up  in  their  cages.  People  came

through  their  keys  and  lock  their  purple,  demonic

amphibians up. Some of the purple, demonic amphibians

made sounds out of one of their cages.

One of the other scientists  came, showed up with

the purple,  demonic amphibians  on their  hands,  holding

them. Some other scientists  came up with more cages in

their hands.

“Time to lock them up!” the seventh scientist said.

Some of  the  scientists  pulled  up  their  keys  up  in

their hands and getting themselves ready to lock them up.

One  of  the  other  scientists  showed  up  with  the  purple,
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demonic amphibians in their hands, setting them in their

cages.  The  scientists  closed  the  cage  doors  and  locked

them up.

The  leader  scientist  was  coming  forward  to  the

other scientists, facing him or her, saying, “You didn’t lock

them up, didn’t you?”

“Yep, they locked all of them amphibians up!” the

second follower scientist said, showed up with the leader

scientist  and his  or  her  followers,  checking some of  the

cages to see if the amphibians are in cage or not.

“Pick them up!” the leader scientist said.

The scientist picked the cages with the amphibians

up and left the store. They left the store, going through the

green, 18-wheeler scientist truck.

The green, 18-wheeler scientist truck had a logo of

the chemical molecules.  The scientists  continued walking

forward through the back of the 18-wheeler truck where the

long, white trailer is. They stepped on the back of the 18-

wheeler truck with their cages in their hands. Some of the

scientists  were  holding  the  whole  jail  cages  with  the

amphibians inside while others are holding their handles

through the jail cages.
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One of  the scientists  stood inside the trailer  with

their cages and set their  cages with amphibians through

each sides on inside of the trailer.

The truck driver continued smoking his cigar with

his right hand, holding the 18-wheeler steering wheel on

his other hand until  he sees more scientists  with the jail

cages with amphibians held, walking through the streets to

the chemistry 18-wheeler truck.

The truck driver heard the walkie-talkie radio with

the speaker on the top of the 18-wheeler truck where the

driver’s side is.

“It’s 8:42 in the morning, can you get them demon

amphibians?”  the  leader  professor  asked.  “We  need  to

launch them asses to the purple planet as soon as they got

them together  through  these  cages  to  protect  them from

danger with their venomous rabies. We don’t want them to

eat people through their starvation in danger. You heard us,

meet us at 3:30 P.M.!”

“All  right!”  the  truck  driver  said,  feeling  tired.

Once the truck driver gets tired, he beeped the horn seven

times repeatedly.

“Hurry ya motherfuckin’ ass up!” the truck driver

shouted tiredly.  The truck driver beeping the horn again

like five times.
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He  glared  at  the  other  scientists  through  the

window on the driver’s side and looked at the parked cars

on the street, made a line on other crossover places in each

sides, yelling, “Bunch of fucking turtles!”

He felt thirsty that he needed to buy himself a beer

to drink with. He was thinking of buying six cold beers.

“Get  yall  asses  in  the  truck  with  them  damn

amphibians!” the truck driver shouted, scrolling down the

front window on the driver’s side by pushing the front door

window button down.

The scientists listened and walked down through the

18-wheeler truck trailer with their cages of amphibians in

their hands. They set them in the trailer on the side of the

main cages. They also opened the big cages and set their

amphibians  up  in  here  where  some amphibians  on their

cages where at. Some amphibians hopped off of their cages

in between their cages in their hunger moods.

More  of  the  scientists  did  the  same  thing  as  the

scientists  did  with  their  cages  of  amphibians.  The

amphibians were kept jumping around each single cages

until  the  truck  driver  starts  the  engine  and  drive  after

letting  the  scientists  get  in  the  truck.  The  shaggy-haired

man ran out of the science place and hopped in his 1995

Nissan  Frontier,  catching  the  scientists  getting  his
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amphibians locked down and start  his  engine anger and

faster.

His  key  broke,  but  the  man took  off  the  top  and

messed with his wires off of his truck. The truck starts. 

“Go before he--” the fourth scientist said. He back

up faster. The red 2009 Ford Explorer’s hood broke. The

man drove forward faster. Some of the people hear the tires

screeching in the streets.

“What the fuck!” the 11 year old kid, saw the red

SUV’s hood broke and its lights flashing and hearing the

car beep said. “Dad! Dad!”

Some of the people hear the tires screeching while

he  drives  forward.  He  got  off  of  the  parking  spot  and

followed the truck faster. 

He  walked  outside  quickly  and  said,  “That’s  my

fucking SUV!”

“Come on!” the fourth scientist said. “Drive faster,

damnit!”

“Cut  your  worrying!”  the  truck  driver  mocked.

“Worrying  about  me  like  ya’ll  some  fucking  rapacious

children! Just get a damn life!”

The amphibians were friendly, but they were human

beings  from getting  monsters  off  of  the war through the

ailen salamanders.
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The two lions were famous and rockstars since first

grade. Two people pray for monsters through the rings off

of the Salacio.

“The  rings  were  red  and  blue  that  it  smashes

through the diamonds and my right is to kill him through

the ring and crash him through the man of having a kid

through  HOLLY,”  the  man  said  howlless.  “That  woman

has a right to care about HOLLY and MATILDA through

the passionate and obvious people can’t handle more jobs

through  their  future  through  their  dates.  Never  heard

anybody  heard  their  murder  the  whole  body  before

somebody can get him through rock and roll music before

they can eat their lunch.”

“No!” the man said over the other man to the room

while walking through the hallway to the room. “This is not

who it is! This is the man I can hear through the streets so I

want my back off through the man, so I won’t worry about

it!”

“NO  MORE  KINGDOM  HALL  FOR  YOU,

BECAUSE  I  TOMBED  IT  HARD  AND  NO  ONE  CAN

SAVE  ME  FROM  HAVING  KINGDOM  HALL  FOR

HAVING SEX WITH GOD!” the real man said over her

favorite  kids.  The kids  were tombing their  networks  and

businesses out to get the Kingdom Hall off of sexism.
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ChapterChapter One One

“Run now for your fucking “Run now for your fucking lives!” Midnight said. 

The alarm siren continues. 

Midnight, Elijah, and the rest of the soldiers were

running through the hallway with their  weapons on their

hands. 
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ChapterChapter Two Two

“Damnit!”“Damnit!” Alan said. “How did you get that ailen

out of the water?”

Peter commanded, “Get out of here!”

Alan caught the right hand and scare the ailen out of

the water pond on the Ronnet Valley.  The Ronnet Valley

was close to the water through the pond on the ocean side

of the valley. 

The rabbit scared Alan, but Alan caught and choke

the rabbit’s face and bang the rabbit’s head, so the rabbit

won’t let Alan get the neck out of him.
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Alan caught the hand on the rabbit and killed him

with a real knife. Peter get the hand and slap Alan in the

face and caught the rabbit caught the lion’s bite out of his

right arm. His arm was bitten by a rabbit, but Peter can see

it on the sunglasses. 

“My fault!” Alan said. “I want a bunny rabbit on my

pussy doll!”

“What!” Peter said.  Alan began with a rabbit  and

began to tickle the rabbit, but he punched the rabbit.

The rabbit got angry and bit Alan. 

Alan screamed, “Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!”

Peter caught the rabbit and shot the rabbit off of it.
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The boy gasped. 

“Noooooooooooo!” the boy screamed. “Whhhhhy!”

Alan shot the rabbit and cut the head off of it. The

rabbit was too mean and caught in hell for having a brain

off. A foster rabbit would change into angry, bizzare mad

rabbit. It used to be a great rabbit, but now it changed into

an angry rabbit so it won’t look great out of it. A man bits a

woman out of it so it won’t get grace for their families. 

“Noooooooooooooo!” the woman said. The woman

got mad and got bitten left by a rabbit. A man will grab the

rabbit’s neck and punch the rabbit. The woman will never

get  fired  by a  woman out  of  the  job  off  of  the  western

chime bell  out of it.  A man grabs a rabbit  and stabs the

rabbit out of it. 
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Two women grabbed him and assert him off of kids

and babies. The woman grabbed two wives and get gay out

of his devil’s bitch out of him and his wife. A man grabs a

fist to a rabbit and another rabbit and beats the rabbit up.

The rabbits bit the shit out of him. A woman grabs a man

and kiss his ass. 

“To  my  wife,”  the  other  man  said.  “No  grace

forever for age of atheism for having sex with other family,

because I’m an atheist and no one will ever ride with me as

men Jehovah’s Witness out of him.” 

From,

Son Dave.

He wrote a letter to a girl named Jenna out of him.

Two women will grab his pussy out of him and kiss his ass
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out of him for having sex with another man out of him, but

he’s mean gay. Two lives will arrive for the six lions. 

“What!” Acagor said. The two lions will raise their

family like their sisters and brothers in hands.

“No,” the woman said. The two women will raise

their family out of him. Another woman will raise the job

out of him. The woman will raise their lives as their jobs. 

“Nooooooooooo!” the woman said to another man

and got bitten by a rabbit. A knife will react to another man

out of the rabbit and got a sword and knife another woman

and slab another man out of him, but it was his mind to kill

another man to hear a whistle out of him. 

A whistle caught by a man out of him and got kissed

him on the cheek.
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“Ugggggh!”  Midnight  and  Peter  screamed.  Alan

wonders and kisses a lion, but the lion slapped Alan and got

gay as hell. Another woman grab a word and grab two grass

weed out of him. 2055’ – 97’ on their websites. The two

women will grab a life out of him. A love will never reach

the end of it. The LORD will never reach another sex with

another woman. 

“Have  another  woman,  have  another  man,”  Alan

said.  Two women got  through  the  rings  of  PS3  through

Xbox 360 on the Playstation 4 games on the game company

named Laser Tag. New companies will order the rings of

Sonic The Hedgehog 2006 on the PS3 on the Soviet on the

salamander flag. 
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The  new  Xbox  360  was  sad,  but  aesthetic  and

slammed by the Soviets. 

The four lions will grab the PlayStation 3 off of the

Soviets  and  ran  away  from  the  people  all  through  the

Soviets and throw the game at the man on the Wahlberg’s

side of Mark Wahlberg. Another Xbox 360 was mad and

gay slammed by the women. Mean women got sex by the

Kingdom Hall  of  Jehovah’s  Witnesses  and got  Kingdom

Hall bad sex through the wedding. 

“I’m left-sexist  and I’m an atheist,”  the  lion  said

through Midnight. “I’m an atheist and I can have sex with

another boyfriend.”

“Why did you had sex with me on my trignometry

and caught another sex with my best friend on me with my

trignometry?” Holly said. “Midnight, why did you have sex

with my best friend on my trignometry? So I don’t want

you to come to my house!”
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Holly raged and slammed the toys and games down

on the  shelf.  The nightstand was clear  and clean  on the

Soviets through the future of 2063. 

Two  more  chances  through  Midnight  and  sad,

aesthetic lioness on the trignometry. The two chances were

to kill another baby on the trignometry and to kill all the

lions on the father of sexism on the Soviets. The Soviets

were men to slave their love on their sexual lives. 

The two lions were here to kill  all  the Soviets  to

help the protesters get the Satan monsters off of the Nazis.

The Nazis were protecting their children for getting birth

off of  devil’s  monsters.  The monsters were helping their

children to save the world for having a baby over their lives

of Nazis, but the Nazis were here to protect their Satan’s

wives off of the devil’s country. 

The devil is too nerd to hear another wife and spell

the devil’s witnesses off of sexism on Holly’s lives. 

Another girl kills a baby over their father over their

lives of having sex with another boy over Michelle’s kids.

A baby will change into the devil and cuss the whole Nazis

off of the devil’s world.

The  two  babies  were  born  in  December  to  kill

another  wife  on  the  Neo-Nazis  to  save  the  children  for
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having a kid over the Soviets through the Nazis on Maria’s

lives.

The Marines were here to kill all the Nazis on the

Soviets. Two men start with another man off of the Soviets.

The man grabbed two husbands  and married  an  another

woman off of the devil’s witness. 

Two husbands  were  married  an  another  man  and

began to  spell  them left  to  use  them as  the  marriage  of

devil’s hate. 

The two Nazis were afraid of the gay man and got

through the marriage of the devil’s witness off of Soviets

through the Kingdom Hall of Jehovah’s Witnesses. 

A man got through the Kingdom Hall of Jehovah’s

Witnesses through more Soviets.
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“Nine through seven,” the man said on the Soviets

through the telephone. Two Russians stop him from having

a call on the Kingdom Hall of Jehovah’s Witnesses. 

9 (057)297-5509 on the Kingdom Hall of Jehovah’s

Witnesses in  Soviets  through the Neo-Nazis on the sales

television. Another man called the Soviets, but it was the

Neo-Nazis on the Jehovah’s  Witness’s phone. The phone

was silent, but it called the devil’s Nazis on the television

through the slavery Kingdom Halls. A witness will slam the

phone and call another wife on the phone, but the Nazis

took the phone and hook another phone through the neck

and choke them to death.

“Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!”  the  Nazi  screamed.  “Too

much  anger,  too  much  sadness,  too  much  aesthetic,
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beautiful  weddings  through  the  maddeth marriage,  you

dead!”

“My  Nazi,  I  love  you  to  my  sexy  wedding

marriage!” the other woman said to the Nazi wedding on

the funeral through the slavery Kingdom Hall of Jehovah’s

Witnesses.  “Do  not  slave  another  woman  through  my

marriage!”

“No,” the Nazi said. “Do not care about my funny

ass Nazi book through me and caught another sex wedding

of me!”

A book will last her two words, “I love you! No sex

through  my  wedding!  To  my  words,  I’ll  save  you  for

having sex on the sexist father, Henry Patterson, a 9 year

old  boy  who  got  a  book  through  a  Nazi  through  the

wedding  of  I  caught  your  love  and  care  about  that  girl

through the memories of my kids and got twenty-five new

slavery  kids  through  my  wedding.”  New  job  is  to  care

about  my  girls  and  to  date  more  women  to  my  devil’s

marriage. 

A  marriage  will  never  last  forever  through  the

slavery sexy wedding on the Kingdom Hall  of Jehovah’s

Witnesses.  A wedding  will  last  two  months  on  the  real

Kingdom Hall of Jehovah’s Witnesses on the bible to read

new  Genesis  1:3  with  Neo-Nazis  images  on  the  devil’s
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wedding.  A knife  is  killing  another  woman on the  Sega

Genesis and Sega Dreamcast on the book. Two kids will

love another man through the woman. “No, I love him!” the

man said. “I had enough, I hate you bitch, you die!” 

“Sexist  sixteen  kids  these  fucking  dating  people

hate  me  through  my  damn  life!”  the  man  fussed  back,

slammed the truck door down and called another Neo-Nazi

terrorist. 

“What!”  the man screamed back at  sexy wedding

through  bad  devil’s  sex  of  Kingdom  Hall  of  Jehovah’s

Witnesses wedding through the anniversary of Kingdom’s

sexist. 
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Another man screamed, “Fuck your penis and sexist

man mature MTV on four sexist women!” Ty$ on MTV on

DTV on Jason Bourne’s oldest people. With a meme

“Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!”  the  man  slammed

the ring and called the Neo-Nazis off of Kingdom Hall of

Jehovah’s Witnesses and slam the saw down on the truck

and caught  another  gay sexist  marriage off  of  Jesus.  He

slam the truck and bang the truck door for about several

times.

“My marriage is  too wise!” the man said,  calling

sixteen  kids  too  much  salvation  law  off  through  the

Supreme Court. 

“Your marriage is foolish and my is super fucked!

You die, you son of a bitch!” the man said on the Supreme

Court. A man will grab the gun and shoot the man out of

him and began to evil laugh. 

“Mwahahahahaha!” the man laughed. “I’ll kill you,

you devil sexy wiseass bitch!”
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Two Nazis stole the truck down on the table. The

Nazis were able to finish through the white supremacy limit

of the Bible through slavery. A bible will change through

the memories through God and Satan through Special Ed

God. 

“My memories are dead!” the man said. “Why did

you go through my Kingdom Hall? It’s bullshit, you had to

fucking know that I had to die at the end of the wedding!

You  son of  a  bitch,  you cursed  me  at  the  wedding  and

began to kill  me!  No, you stupid Ed,  Edd, n Eddy sexy

wedding marriage of Jesus and God. You--”

The man punches the Nazi three times and began to

cry on the marriage. 
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“You sexy dick!” the man said on the trignometry.

“You fucker, you die on the wedding and began to send me

straight to hell? Stay the fuck away for me, you sick ass

bitch!”

“My marriage is to kill everybody, so get away for

my fucking wife, you die, dick!” the man shouted out to his

sister. “You die! Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!” 

“No, no, no, no!” The woman said. The man began

to kill her off of the trignometry and began to cut her eye

and the trignometry with a sharp knife. 

“Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!”  the  woman  frightened.

The woman dies at the end of the jail and caught another

wedding with God.
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ChapterChapter Three Three

“Sleep, sleep, you love!” the woman scared the shoe

out of him with a doctor shoe off of dirty foot through the

clean foot off of marriage. Holly grabbed the dirty foot off

of  him  and  slaved  him  through  the  marriage.  Midnight

gasped and caught another kid for having sex with another

woman on the slavery Neo-Nazi  kid out of her.  She sex

with dreams on Midnight. 

“The woman scared her out of here,” the man said

in Midnight’s future. “This is bullshit!” 

“That’s  right!”  the  man  said  on  Midnight’s  sex

through  the  memories  of  Satan  through  Midnight  and

Holly.  A man will  change through the memories through
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God and the universe. Two Nazis attack him through the

trignometry of Midnight and Holly. 

Midnight  woke  up  and  Holly  freaked  out  and

slapped him, saying, “Get your ass back to sleep, boy!”  

Two women attack him and caught another beat up

and caught two witness women beat him old. To my bible,

never scare another woman with the dirty shoe out of her to

call the Nazis out of them. The man loves the Bible more

than the other woman named Holly. Holly sleeps with the

woman  who  loves  a  girl  who  loves  a  devil  out  of  the

marriage and then kills Codename Kids Next Door with a

brother named Stormy Satoru Mendels. 

Holly Whitney Mendels was a bad devil Satan out

of the kid for real to foster to hear common sense people

off. They killed people pleasers and LORDS pleasers off of

the devil’s secret. Two lions were hearing Holly sexy off of

the devil’s kids. 

“I’m  left-sexist  and  I’m  an  atheist!”  the  woman

said, but it was HOLLY. Midnight and HOLLY sex with

another best friend and grabbed a penis and rub it out of the

man’s birth. “You love my penis,” Holly said with a BELT

and whoop Midnight  out  of  his  ass  and spank Midnight

with a BELT. “You better stop being a whiny lovely spoiled

kid  out  of  me!  You  better  read  a  book  and  STOP
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THINKING ABOUT ME! YOU--”  SGMS I’m left-sexist

and I’m an atheist wither death of Alexis “ ‘I’m left-sexist

and I’m an  atheist!’ This  book is  a  fantastic  success  for

slavery kids and new kids with love people, I love it, Holly

and Midnight!” Suze Orman comment

HOLLY rages  and  slams  the  desk  down  and  go

angry wiser about the woman said on the trignometry and

got mad at JESUS AND GOD. YOU SICK DESPERATE

DONALD TRUMP AND STAY OFF OF MY LEFT SEXY

FEET! Mperiod” 

“YOU  SEXY  MOTHERFUCKER,  I’LL  SLAVE

YOU INTO SLAVESEXKINGDOM KINGDOM HALL!”

MIDNIGHT said and got into the man punch HOLLY bad 

DEAD punch SEXY

but it was the slavery lion who kills all of the murder lions

all of them and then scare Sonya out of here. “Why did you

do that!” REAL GOD W=WITNESS GOD REAL SATAN

AND  SAINTOM  OGS  BLXS  SXMW

SXMG3SPOLOSELAWBS

NEWSEXYDEVILOFFOFSATANOFFOFGAYSEXSATA

NOLDSATANNEWSATANASAINTE “NOW YOU GOT

ME AND HELL ME AND I  AIN’T PUNCHING  YOU
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OUT OF ME, SO GET THE FUCK AWAY FROM MY

FACE  M’PERIOD  “SER  BEG

SATANPSALMSONJESUSONSATANANDGODWSmells

wellkelesNEWEW

SEXOFFVSSEXALBAALASLOLOVEOLDSEXSEGAM

ASTERSYSTEMOLDNEWSNBC&96’ 65’ YOU SEXIST

MOTHERF--”

HOLLY punches MIDNIGHT and he cried LOUD

and ROAR and SOBBED through GOD and the DEVIL.

“What’s wrong!” Holly said to the babies in her stomach.

“I want you to eat food with me!” Holly said, going

to heaven and caught JAESSICA left on the kitchen. The

babies  were  crying  in  the  Salamander  army,  but  the

salamanders were hitting each other until they used mean

words like “Fuck you!”, “You dickhead!”, and more. Two

more words to hear GOD and SATAN through FRENCH

words and GOD don’t like that words in front of FRENCH

people. 

“GET A LIFE,” GOD said.

GOD don’t like kids using French words in front of

the devil’s marriage in front of more children. 

“GET  A  LIFE!”  GOD  said  continually.  “YOU

WANT MEN  TO  GET OVER  YOU,  STAY IN  YOUR

PLACE, GET OUT OF MY BUSINESS! I HAD WISDOM
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AND KNOWLEDGE, SO GET OUT OF MY BUSINESS!

MY TRUE KNOWLEDGE IS TO GET YOUR LIFE, SO

GET  OUT  OF  MY BUSINESS  AND  YOUR  LIFE  IS

LOVED, SO LOVE ONE ANOTHER AND DON’T ACT

LIKE MEN  LIKE FRENCH  PEOPLE  CHILDESS  OFF

OF KIDS THROUGH 5TH GRADERS! YOU ACT LIKE

A THIRTY YEAR OLD FRENCH PEOPLE, TRYING TO

GET A LIFE WITH GOD, NOT GOING TO HEAR THAT,

TOO MUCH!”

“I  WANT  SEX!”  the  woman  said,  but  it  was

MICHELLE. “YOU KNOW I WANT A BABY WITH MY

THREE YEAR OLD CHILD BORN WITH A BOY AND

A GIRL!” 

“YOUR  LIFE  IS  MISSY  TOO!”  HOLLY  said

through the true diamond ring of GOD with devil’s pride of

Jehovah’s  Witnesses.  “NO  SEX  FOR  A  GODDAMN

NOTHING,  SO  GET  OUT  OF  MY  LIFE!”  HOLLY

slapped the dishes in front of MIDNIGHT through GOD

and SATAN’s French through her left. 

“STOP LOOKING AT ME,” HOLLY slammed the

dishes down on MIDNIGHT on GOD’s word through the

Kingdom Hall of Jehovah’s Witnesses. NEW KINGDOM

HALL OF NBC
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“YOU  LOVE  MY  SEXY  DIRTY  FEET

THROUGH  THE  WEDDING  THROUGH  GOD  AND

THE DEVIL, SO GET OUT OF MY LIFE!” HOLLY said

through MIDNIGHT as she slammed the ring in front of

MIDNIGHT. 

“STUPID  MOTHERFUCKING  PERSONALITY,

DON’T  GIVE  A  SHIT  ABOUT  GOD!”  MIDNIGHT

slammed the door, going mad at GOD.

“NOOOOOOOOOOO!” HOLLY said, smashing the

memories of Midnight and Holly through the wedding of

GOD and French sexist devil off of Jesus the JEHOVAH’S

WITNESSES  off  of  kind  people  through  the  wedding.

“THE PEOPLE ARE GOING TO BREAK THE RULES

OUT  OF  THE  WEDDING  SO  I’M  GOING  TO  GET

YOUR PENIS BACK OFF AND I MEAN IT! I  WANT

DEAD SEX AND I MEAN IT! I WANT A BABY AND I

WANT YOU TO GET A CHILD WITH AUTISM BACK

ON MY ASS! GET YOUR ASS BACK IN MY VAGINA

AND GET YOUR PENIS BACK ON ME SO I HAD MY

FEET CLEAN OFF! I WANT SEX!” 

“STOP LOOKING AT MY DIRTY FEET!” HOLLY

said continually. “YOU NEED TO STOP HAVING THAT

BLOOD  OF  ME  AND  YOU  NEED  TO  REST  YOUR

PENIS  BACK  ON  ME  AND  STOP PEEING  ON  MY
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CLEAN  FEET SO  YOU  NEED  TO  SAVE  ME  SOME

BABIES OFF OF MY CHILD BIRTH, I  DON’T NEED

PREMIUM BIRTH OF MY CHILD, I NEED MEAN SEX

WITH  GOD,  DON’T  EVER  COME  TO  MY  DIRTY

BIRTH  OFF  OF  MY  FEET  WITH  SOME  ASSHOLE

CHEATING  ON  MY  BEST  FRIEND  WITH  MY

DIRTIEST FEET WITH JEWISH FOOT MOATH OF MY

BIRTH  THROUGH  THE  WEDDING,  I  WANT MEAN

SEX  THROUGH  MY BIRTH,  I  WANT  THAT DIRTY

FEET OFF OF MY HAVING KIDS THROUGH GOD, SO

I WANT SEX AND I WANT THREE KIDS!”

“YOU WANT MY FEET, YOU CAN HAVE MY

DIRTY  SHOES  AND  SMELL  MY  DIRTY  FUNGUS

FOOT OFF OF MY SHOES AND I WANT MEAN SEX

ON  MY KIDS!”  HOLLY continues.  “YOU  NEED  MY

BIRTH OFF OF MY SEX WITH MY FIGHT BACK OFF,

YOU NEED TO STOP HAVING SEX WITH MY DIRTY

FEET  OFF  OF  MY  KIDS,  I  NEED  SEX  WITH  MY

MEAN  CLEAN  FEET,  SO  GET  OUT  OF  MY FACE

WITH MY DIRTY FOOT OFF OF MY ATHEIST, I NEED

SEX WITH MY DIRTY SHOES BACK OFF! GET OFF

OF  MY ATHEIST SEX!  GET OUT OF  MY ATHEIST

COUNTRY OFF OF MY DIRTY SEXY MARRIAGE!”
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“GET  YOUR  GODDAMN  MARRIAGE  MYTH

OFF OF YOUR MIND AND GOD GIVE ME A BREAK

WITH MY DIRTY MARRIAGE OFF
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ChapterChapter Four Four

So  get  the  fuck  away  for  me!”  Holly  said,

remembered  the  time  they  cared  about  her  about  that

woman on the TRIGNOMETRY and slam the devil out of

MGSSONICGETOFFMIDNIGHTOLD  MIDNIGHT.  Two

lions were here to explore the morning times with Sardines

and  Sandwiches  with  GOD.  New  GOD  is  SATAN

OLESGMS  ESMSEMDLOWFOULSADOLDSEX

NOSEXOLDSELENASELXAGLSFORSATANGOD’SGD

PPEOPLEOLDFAAALLLSGSONLY Sega on the Song for

liesSGSSM SOSFORSAMESOLEMNSEXSAWSEX

“HOLLY slapped  Midnight  and  the  woman  next

through him through sexism and importance,  but  they’re
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were  no  more  sounds  on  the  TRIGONOMETRY  with

Donald Trump on the TRIGONOMETRY. 

“NO  MORE SLAVERY for  a  sexist  man  on  the

TRIGONOMETRY on the Kingdom Hall of JEHOVAH’S

Witnesses  for  devil’s  marriage  on  the  Neo-Nazis!”  the

woman  said  on  the  TRIGONOMETRY  and  it  was

SONYA!”  NEW  KINGDOM  HALL  OF  NBC  AND

MONEY MNBCW=FOX 

“Stop  my TRIGONOMETRY,”  Holly  said  on  the

aesthetic  Satan’s  witnesses through the Kingdom Hall  of

Jehovah’s Witnesses on JW’s phone number.  “How did I

turn my eye off?”

“Why  did  you  do  that?”  the  witness  said  on  the

PHONE  with  HOLLY.  HOLLY grabbed  the  phone  and

slammed the phone down on the ground with GOD. Holly

grabbed a gun and shoot MIDNIGHT out of him, but it was

the BAD HOLLY and it was SONYA. The monsters came

to the stoned house with GOD. 

The stoned house was clear, but more memories of

GOD and SATAN with Jesus the Jehovah’s Witnesses off

of Christians. The Christians were cleared and stared at the

walls  through  the  memories  of  KADEN WITH HOLLY

SLAMMING ALL THE MEAN TOYS DOWN ON THE

PORCH AND CRIED LIKE A BABY. 
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The baby was clear, but psychopath in front of GOD

and Jesus the Jehovah’s Witnesses off of devil’s marriage.

The marriage was death and alive at the same time on the

stoned house. Two kids were remembered the psychopath

of Maria to Mean keys to the man of menace with GOD

and SATAN. 

The man is here to stop the water tower for having a

kid  for  having  Sega  Genesis  and  it  was  the  SATAN’s

WITNESSES. New kids will remember the hell of a stoned

man vs drunk man on Satan’s witnesses off of Jehovah’s

Witnesses. 

“I will KILL you and I will find you,” the man said.

“Sick of you and I will KILL you!” the woman said and it

was MATILDA. 
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MATILDA was here to destroy the woman kids out

of man kids to kill X-Treme on the Sega Genesis. “I love

you!”  the  woman  laughed  evil.  The  man  slapped  the

woman and kill the psycho kids and laughed evil. The man

laughs at GOD and laughs at Jesus the Jehovah’s Witnesses

and  slap  HOLLY  and  MATILDA.  MATILDA was  the

stoned girl who remembers adultery and drinks a lot with

sundance. 

The man remembers Holly with her memories with

Jesus  the  Jehovah’s  Witnesses  and  kill  Catholic  people.

HOLLY laughs  at  GOD  and  kills  negative  people  over

positive people with new energy and laughs evil. Another

kid will find the man to kill all the Nazis 
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The kid remembers psychopath people never break a toy

and he’s a foster with Jehovah’s Witnesses with his dad and

his mom to stay with them instead of growing up and be a

parent. A man kills a woman with autism issues about GOD

and  SATAN  off  of  devil’s  marriage  of  antichrist  BILL

GATES and turned Allah. The bill was four dollars and he

remembers  Benjamin  Franklin  and  he  was  a  foster  and

turned  real  with  GOD and hate  GOD with  JEHOVAH’s

Witnesses off of kids. GOD made him more time to take

care of your brother instead of breaking kids off. The man

turned into atheist for having a kid out of the devil and the

man turned into Witness God and smash the toys off  of

devil’s marriage. The atheist was turned brown into GOD
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and slam all the toys down on the GROUND AND GET

MAD AT JEHOVAH’S WITNESSES FOR HAVING SEX. 

Another parent will remember all the mean toys and

slam all the devil’s marriage and never hear a word about

sex with  Jesus  the  Jehovah’s  Witnesses  and call  GOD a

slave. No sex for devil’s wedding, because I’m an atheist

and  I’m  left-handed  with  SATAN  on  my  French  off  of

sexist kids. 

Another man will remember the time to reach the

kid  out  of  GOD  and  SATAN  off  of  French  devils  and

caught  another  wedding  at  the  ceremony  off  of  sex

wedding with GOD. 

“That woman is devil,” the man said with business.

“Holly  will  never  react  to  sex  with  GOD  with  Donald

Trump off of SATAN’s wishes.”
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“What?” the woman said with sanity and got killed

by a man off of devil’s  marriage and it  was ANOTHER

SLAVE  SEXIST  MAN.  ANOTHER  SLAVE  SEXIST

MAN killed  a  woman  and  got  HOLLY and  got  mad  at

GOD for having a daughter and he has no more kids.

Another kid will have foster care for having autism

issues off of the devil’s marriage off of sexist people with

autism issues off of the mean foster people with GOD off

of the devil.  The woman will go to the devil’s house for

having adultery for foster wedding off of devil’s marriage

for autism kids with Kingdom Hall of Jehovah’s Witnesses

off of the devil’s wedding for having sex with ANOTHER

SLAVE LION out of HOLLY.

Alive and dead people will remember the Catholic

people got killed by HOLLY and it was SONYA. Two men

will  remember  the  remembrance  of  Jesus  the  Baptist  of

Jesus  the  Catholic  and  kiss  SATAN  off  of  Jehovah’s

Witnesses. 

Another  JEHOVAH’S  WITNESS  WILL  TOMB

ALL  OF  THE  CATHEDERAL  WITNESSES  OFF  OF

CULT PEOPLE  LIKE  DEVIL’S  WITNESSES  OFF  OF

DEVIL’S MARRIAGE.
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A man will  remember the two memories of Jesus

the Catholic and Jesus the Jehovah’s Witnesses and caught

another wedding with devil’s secret for having stereotypes

off of the kids. Two men will  remember the four stoned

lions  to  remember  the  remembrance  of  having  sex  with

another  woman.  No  more  Kingdom  Hall  for  Satan’s

adultery and it was YOUR FAULT!” the woman said on the

Kingdom Hall of Jehovah’s Witness, punch the man out of

him. The man is stoned cold and caught another wedding

out of them and murders  all  of the devil’s  people off  of

devil’s  wedding.  Alexa  with  Jehovah’s  Witnesses  will

remember the Satan’s memories of having kids. Alexa with
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Jesus the Baptist will remember the con and the devil off of

having mad sex with evil laugh and the devil kiss the bride

off of the devil’s wedding. 

Alexa  is  a  big  stoned  lion  with  fat  velcro  and  a

devil’s face off of the Kingdom Hall with music for SEGA

MASTER SYSTEM.

“My  wedding  is  done,  it’s  YOUR  FAULT!”  the

woman said on the Kingdom Hall wedding. 

Alexa will get the lion for having a kid and that was

her daughter to tell her to get out of this bullshit and devil’s

wedding. The main kid will  remember to get  a life  with

GOD  and  never  heard  a  single  word  about  sex  on  the

devil’s wedding. 

“The wedding is dead, because of YOU, IT’S ALL

YOUR FAULT!” the woman said. “YOUR WEDDING IS
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FUCKED UP AND FUCK YOUR DEVIL’S PRIDE AND

YOUR FUCKING  LUNATIC  BITCH  ASSHOLE!  YOU

DIE  WITH  MYTHOLOGY  OF  SEXISM  AND  KILL

YOURSELF  YOU  BITCH  AND  YOU  DIE  WITH  MY

WINE AUNTS, YOU SON OF A BITCH, YOU SLAVE

YOURSELF INTO A LITTLE BASTARD OF HAVING A

KID  OUT  OF  MY  NASTY  BRAIN  OFF  OF  THE

SLAVERY DEVIL’S  WEDDING!  YOU  GO  TO  HELL

FOR HAVING AN ADULTERY AND KILL YOUR WIFE

FOR HAVING A KID OUT OF IT AND KILLED YOUR

MOTHER FOR HAVING A MAIN KID OUT OF THIS

WOMAN,  YOU  GOING  STRAIGHT  TO  HELL  FOR

HAVING A KID OUT OF THIS FAMILY! NEVER COME

BACK TO MY ASS!”

“YOU--” the woman punches the man three times.
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The  man  screamed  “Mreooooooooooooooooow!”

and then go mad at GOD and then kill HIMSELF. 

A man will remember going to the place with GOD

and  stay  off  of  quiet  adultery  kids  off.  The  man  will

remember the memories of GOD and then shuts down the

computer  to  slam  the  wedding  dress  out  of  him  and

punches the mirror out of GOD. “You save my family and

you ruined my damn life with Jehovah’s Witnesses and you

slam all my toys with my selfie, you hate me!” the woman

said. “You--”

The  woman  punches  the  man  in  the  face  seven

times and the man slam the champagne bottle out of the

woman and it was the SLAVE MAN WITH JEHOVAH’S

BACK OUT.
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His memories will remember the four lions of the

sexism with memories of devil’s wedding. None of this will

ever happen to their families except the man with glasses

back on and then go back to the main kid and get the ring

out of the XBOX ONE out of Sonic Generations and got

the  ring  out  of  it.  A  wedding  will  last  forever  with

memories with GOD.

Another wedding will change their lives out of their

business. Two men will find another four lions and help the

man smash the window, but the SLAVE MAN kills the lion

out of them. 

Two men will get through the wedding off. A man

will remember the two memories of GOD and the universe.

A man will be a foster parent for having sex with the devil

with DRAMA. 

“I’m here to stay with you,” the woman said on the

SEGA MASTER SYSTEM wedding. SGMSoldandfoul 
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“This is sick!” the kid said. 

“Shut  up!” the woman said on the  Sega Genesis.

“Get out of my slavery wedding!”

“Why, why?” the woman said loud on the mad at

James  Patterson  Maximum  Ride  on  Sega  Genesis  with

slavery music. 
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“My man is to here this girl at the party and you

slam all my toys through the wedding, this is your fault!”

the  man  said.  The  two  memories  were  famous  and

adulterous. 

Two men will find the memories of destructive kids

vs  creative  kids  and  never  find  any  DRAMA  on  the

real GENESIS 1:8 OFF OF KIDS. Two women will find

the destructive women and kill all the business men on the

job and David will  find the job,  a lion who kills  all  the

sexual human beings of having sex with another woman on

the job. 

Two men will find the business women out of the

girl’s night out with MATILDA and MARIA. The man will

find  the  woman  who  sats  next  to  the  wedding  party  of

having sex with another woman on the SEGA GENESIS
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OFF OF KIDS FOR ADULTERY AND FIND ANOTHER

WOMAN for having a kid and destroy mean Jesus toys off.

Two children will react to the man destroying a toy

out of it. Too man to hear this shit, I mad it, I said I hate

this book. The woman on this GENESIS old toys will react

to kids reading Toys R’ Us off of devil’s marriage and it

was  another  woman  on  the  MASTER  SYSTEM  off  of

GENESIS AND SATURN OFF OF KIDS. 

Two children will get through the man out of it with

Jewish people off. 

Another children will get through my WAVY HAIR

AND  I  WILL  FIND  THIS  CHILD  AND  SLAM  THE

MIND BRAIN CHILD OUT OF IT. 

Two  children  will  slap  the  member  out  of  the

Kingdom Hall and the woman found the Genesis 1:3, slam

all the toys and ready to send all the women STRAIGHT

TO HELL for having a woman out of the Bible from Daniel

to Psalms off of having a man out of that woman with the

music of the devil’s witnesses. 
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The music stops at 9:00 and it was the SLAVE SEX

MAN off of the Genesis of the Sega Saturn with Sonic 3D

Blast  and  Sega  Saturn  Sonic  X-Treme  with  the  devil’s

music off of Genesis off of the devils. 

“Knew this man will read this bible out of it!” the

woman said. “He will never learn SEX with DRAMA so

GET OUT OF MY LIFE!”
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“You love it!” the woman said on the Sega Genesis,

giving him Maximum Ride on the Sega Genesis. “I  love

it!” the French man said on the Sega Genesis and I hate you

bitch, you die on the Sega GENESIS with my girl, Elise on

Soleanna on Sonic the Hedgehog 2006 on my Xbox One

and Genesis 1:9 off of Sega. The man will never react to

the  Bible  on  the  Saturn  and  Genesis  off  of  the  devil’s

wedding.
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“No, this is BULLSHIT, I HATE YOU!” the woman

said on the Genesis 1:3 with Adam and Eve on the Sega

Saturn with Sonic X-Treme with fruits and vegetables and

caught  a  Maximum  Ride  out  of  it.  “This  is  FUCKING

BULLSHIT AND I HATE YOU BITCH!”

“NO FUCK YOU ASSHOLE ON SEGA GENESIS,

YOU DESTROY MY WEDDING RING AND KISS MY
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ASS  AND  TURNED  ME  BLACK  KID  DISNEY

WEDDING ON MY SEXY WEDDING FEET WITH ME,

DON’T  YOU  EVER  COME  TO  ME  WITH  THAT

WEDDING  RING  WITH  THAT  SEXIST

MOTHERFUCKING DEVIL’S BLOOD OUT OF ME SO

GET THE FUCK OUT OF MY DAMN LIFE!” HOLLY

said.  “YOU  STOP  SEXING  WITH  ME  ON  MY

TRIGONOMETRY SO  YOU  BETTER  STOP HAVING

SEX  WITH  MY  DIRTY  FEET,  THAT’S  TOTAL

BULLSHIT WITH MY ASS, SO GET OUT OF MY LIFE!

YOU SEXY MOTHER--”

HOLLY  punches  MIDNIGHT  in  the  face  seven

times  with  a  fist  and  turned  brown  and  react  to  sexual

human being problem with DOCTOR’s blood out  of the

man out of the father’s stomach out through the hand of
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GOD. GOD will rest her hands on MIDNIGHT and slam

him to the table and it was the ANOTHER LION. The two

lions  are  real  at  GOD  and  slam  HOLLY down  on  the

ground  and  punch  SONYA after  ripping  the  MUSLIM

costume and caught HOLLY’s costume off. 

“My girl,” the woman said to SONYA, but it wasn’t

Holly. 

“No more Sega Master System for you!” the woman

said on the phone with a conversation about her husband

and men, talking to a boy and a man punches the woman. 

The boy got real mad at GOD and punches the toy

off of the kids. 

“NO MORE HAVING SEX WITH THE WOMAN

ON  THE  MASTER SYSTEM!”  the  woman  said.  “IT’S
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TOO MUCH MANLY TO YOU, I DON’T WANT YOU

TO FAIL AT SCHOOL, SO STAY AWAY FOR IT!”

“I want SEX with GOD!” the boy said on the Sega

Master  System, but  his  mother  took his Sega Dreamcast

and Master System off of the forgotten GENESIS. 

“Knew this boy would react to DRAMA off of SEX

off of sexist man in the game.” his mother murmurs on the

Sega Master System on the Dreamcast.

“I knew it,” her husband said.
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“Stop,  stop,  stop!” the woman said.  “You start  to

think  about  me  and  stop  having  sex  with  me  and  have

problems with GOD, stay out of my business!”

The  woman  gasped  and  then  the  Master  System

rises over the devil’s witnesses and glows off and pops up

the cartridge and start drawing 8-bit characters on the place

of ISIS off of Satan’s witness.
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The kids will never react to the Master System off

of the Velcro conroller. The new Master System is finished

by  the  Desperate  people  and  began  to  slam  out  the

witnesses  off  of  Sega  Master  System  and  the  true

monarchies of sexism. 

“No more halls of Witnesses for you!” the man said.

“Do not  Sleep with GOD and DEVIL off of the Satan’s

witnesses and MEAN KINGDOM! IT’S THE ANARCHY!

NEW KINGDOM HALL OF JEHOVAH’S WITNESSES

IS TOMBED BY GOD!”
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ChapterChapter Five Five

“No  more  halls  of  Witness!”“No  more  halls  of  Witness!” the  man  said  to

another man out through the Jehovah’s Witness.

A man caught the Jehovah’s Witness as an atheist on

their lives. Midnight and Alan caught two witness off of the

Kingdom Hall of Jehovah’s Witnesses. The Kingdom Hall

was found in December 1992. Two kings come from the

new  Jehovah’s  Witnesses  instead  of  old  Jehovah’s

Witnesses.  Another  witness came from the two members

off  of  Kingdom Hall  of  Jehovah’s  Witnesses.  Two  kids

were  found  in  November  2041.  The  Kingdom  Hall  of

Jehovah’s  Witnesses  were  found  of  devil’s  antisocial

disorder. The kid found loved from Kingdom Hall. Another

man loves another woman for having sex on Kingdom Hall
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of Jehovah’s Witnesses. A man will found the right one off

of the witnesses.

“Uwwwwwww!” Alan said. “That’s interesting!”

“No, this is bullshit!” the man said to James. “You

made my brain go special ed on Jehovah’s Witness!”

“Do not care about that girl and I will raise you like

a man!” James said. “You go to stepstairs to the heaven!”

“This  is  special  ed!”  another  man said.  Two kids

will find the other solemn white people.

“No saying White Supremacy for the other people

for  having  white  protest  out  to  the  Kingdom  Hall  of

Jehovah!”

Another man hears the privacy and gets through the

man out of it. A man will raise him normal as a member

tree.  Another  kid raised him white  family out of him. A

knife will get through the man and the woman and scare the

shit out of him. The Witnesses scared him out. Another man

can hear two rights from him off.
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“Fight,  fight,  fight,  fight,  fight,  fight,  fight!”  the

people said on the Sanctuary on the Solomon Whistle. The

whistle blows through the Auction Website of having godly

fight through the whimsical video game off. A man hears a

fight through the old video game of Tekken 2. 

A man  kicks  two  fights  through  the  game.  Alan

wants  to  play  Teenage  Mutant  Ninja  Turtles:  Turtle  in

Manahattan from second grade to third grade in their lives

from  the  other  elementary  school.  Another  kid  lives  in

California for having sex with other girls in Sorelema in

Monalacoa Elementary School. Another man hits the trash
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out of it. A man grabs two fingers out of it and called the

big and little angels out of it. 

“Two  more  things  to  hear  God  the  Jehovah  and

Satan to hear Pharaohs, never tell anybody about the life of

death.” the man said. “Their lives are devil’s and scare the

shit out of the wisdom and knowledge.” 

“Too much life is sad now and my life is over,” the

woman said named So. “No more SEX for Kingdom Hall

of Jehovah’s Witnesses bad memories of dirty sex, that’s

BULLSHIT!”

Another woman can hear the angel out of him and

he listens to GOD and got gay over her ass. He got gay

over  his  angel  and  got  mad  at  GOD  and  got  sex  by

Jehovah’s  Witnesses  of  devil’s  worship  marriage  of  the

man, telling the woman that he’s a dick. Their marriage was

death. Some people were paying over their price of $60.40

of having a marriage of the wedding.
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ChapterChapter Six Six

“Run now for your fucking “Run now for your fucking lives!” Midnight said. 

The alarm siren continues. 

Midnight, Elijah, and the rest of the soldiers were

running through the hallway 
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ChapterChapter Seven Seven

“Nope,  nope,  nope,“Nope,  nope,  nope, nope!” nope!” Peter  said,  slaying  a

woman off of the devil’s solemn sexual abuse of having a

sexual kid out of it. 

“Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!”  the  woman  got  slayed.  A

woman got  killed  by  Peter  after  getting  sexual  abuse of

having sex with another woman and got slaved by Satan.

Two women got killed by a devil’s aesthetic surgery out of

God. A man got sex by a woman out of it. Two men got

killed by Jesus the Jehovah’s Witnesses. A man got gone

and got too much monk off of him. Two men off of kids

and grown-ups to seafoods off. They went bad, sad sexy.

“So much seafood is bad for you, you eat that dead

meat!”  their  mother  said  on  the  seafood  place  named
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Crawfish  Demonlo.  “Their  wives  got  mad  at  Satan  for

eating too much seafood and got greater knowledge than

God.  God  don’t  like  wise  people  over  Satan  over  the

knowledge for aesthetic ethology over James. James got the

nice  knowledge off  of  it.  The  knowledge was real  good

over  their  quiet  kids  over  their  lives.  No  more  devil’s

reading.”

The girl  lives next  Y over  B over their  controller

over  sad,  Sega  Genesis  over  her  lives.  Their  lives  are

Pharaohs over their people pleasers out of it. Their lives are

killing  themselves  off  of  the  devils.  The  woman  lives

through the wedding through the man over her lives. Two

kids  live  with  her  girl  and  screamed,  “My  lady,  Sarah

Sanders  in  Sega  Genesis  GENESIS  1-3  ON  SEGA

GENESIS SONIC 1 THROUGH SONIC 3 ON MY LIVE
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ChapterChapter Eight Eight

“YOU HAD  MY STUPID“YOU HAD  MY STUPID WEDDING ON MY

ASS ON MY SEXY FOOT OFF OF MY DIRTY SHOES,

YOU BETTER GET AWAY FOR ME WITH THAT SEXY

FACE OF YOUR ASS!” Holly said on the Sol

“YOU SEXIST MOTHER--”  the  woman  said  on

the  television  and  Holly  punches  Midnight  on  the

television, calling Midnight a scheme. 

“WHY DID YOU JUST GIVE ME DIRTY SEX

WITH MY BEST FRIEND INSTEAD OF ME, YOU GET

AWAY FOR ME!” Holly said on the 
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ChapterChapter Nine Nine

“Two more kids and I will kill“Two more kids and I will kill you!” the man said.

Alan grabbed two wives and kissed his ass on the

cheek. Two men caught Alan and throw him on the white

car. A car beeps out and Jehovah’s scared him. 

Alan screamed, “Aaaaaaaaaaah!”

The  Jehovah’s  scared  him  out  of  here.  Two  war

devils can get here through the Kingdom Hall of Jehovah’s

Witnesses out of here. A man can hear two wives off. 

“Scream shit all you want and you’ll die!” the man

said to Alan.

A Jehovah’s Witnesses sanctual off of kids can scare

the  kings  off  and not  Witnesses  bastards.  A man kills  a
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woman who dies of having sexual abuse off of Kingdom

Hall of Jehovah’s Witnesses. 

“No more witnesses!” James said.

“Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!” the man screamed. James

go neuf his ass in hell. God would not like humans who

killed atheists and Jehovah’s off of them.

A man kills a woman who cares about the man who

made him the devil out of him.
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ChapterChapter Ten Ten

“YOU WANT MY RING, I  CAN“YOU WANT MY RING, I  CAN GET YOU A

RING  THROUGH  MY FACE  THROUGH  MY DIRTY

SHOES AND MY FEET, SO GET OUT OF MY FACE

WITH MY DIRTY FEET AND MY SHOES AND MY

DIRTY LOVE WITH MY BEST 
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ChapterChapter Eleven Eleven

“NO  YOU  LOVE  MY  ASS“NO  YOU  LOVE  MY  ASS THROUGH  MY

MEMORIES OF MY UNIVERSE!” HOLLY said with a

glass of wine through her memories of her dreams. “NO

MORE DIRTY SEX 
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PartPart  TwoTwo

MolasonMolason
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ChapterChapter Twelve Twelve

“Run now for your fucking “Run now for your fucking lives!” Midnight said. 

The alarm siren continues. 

Midnight, Elijah, and the rest of the soldiers were

running through the hallway 
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ChapterChapter Thirteen Thirteen

“Run now for your fucking “Run now for your fucking lives!” Midnight said. 

The alarm siren continues. 

Midnight, Elijah, and the rest of the soldiers were

running through the hallway 
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ChapterChapter Fourteen Fourteen

“Whhhhhhhhhhhhhhhy?” the woman“Whhhhhhhhhhhhhhhy?” the woman said on the

Salamander  world.  The woman asked God to give  me a

chance through the God’s kingdom. 

GOD said, “No! GO TO HELL!”

“Damn!” the woman said. “YOU GET YOUR ASS

BACK  IN  HERE  YOU  SLAVE  BASTARD

MOTHERFUCKER AND I WILL KILL YOU! NO MORE

SEX  FOR  KINGDOM  HALL  OF  JEHOVAH’S

WITNESSES!  TOO  MUCH  SEX  OFF  OF  ME,  YOU

DIRTY BASTARD!”

“HOLLY, please!” Midnight said on the Salacio on

the big salamander diamond. 
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“YOU  BETTER  STOP  HAVING  DIRTY  FEET

OVER ME!” HOLLY said on the Salacio. 

“My sexy wedding,” the woman said on the Salacio.

“There’s my DAUGH-TER!” the woman continues

on the Salacio diamond.

The diamond reverses  and slam mad at  GOD for

having sex for having KINGDOM HALL TOMBED BY

GOD! 

“NO SEX FOR A SLAVE KINGDOM HALL OF

MEAN SEX!” the woman said on Salacio, but it crashes

through the  ground and slam mad at  GOD and BROKE

THE  WHOLE  DIAMOND,  but  there  were  big  fire

salamanders out through the Kingdom Hall. 
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“Two more wedding rings for me,” the salamander

said  with  the  woman’s  voice,  but  it’s  HOLLY  on  the

Salacio diamond. “And I will kill you!”

“Why did you do that to me,” the other salamander

said with HOLLY’s voice over the man over her kingdom.

The  man  slapped  Holly  but  it  was  one  of  the

salamanders  slapped  each  other  through  the  battle  of

salamanders. The wedding ring was smashed through the

Xbox 360 and it was HOLLY punches MIDNIGHT but the

salamander punches the other two salamanders, but some

people and salamanders beat each other through the battle

army of salamanders as they reach and crowded through

them.
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The two women got through the wedding ring and

kissed  each  other,  but  it  was  some  salamanders  kissed

through each other and then slapped back out of them as

they got the genders from male to female, but it was male

to male. NEW KINGDOM HALL OF NBC
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ChapterChapter Fifteen Fifteen

“Run now for your fucking “Run now for your fucking lives!” Midnight said. 

The alarm siren continues. 

Midnight, Elijah, and the rest of the soldiers were

running through the hallway 
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ChapterChapter Sixteen Sixteen

“Run now for your fucking “Run now for your fucking lives!” Midnight said. 

The alarm siren continues. 

Midnight, Elijah, and the rest of the soldiers were

running through the hallway 
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ChapterChapter Seventeen Seventeen

“Run now for your fucking “Run now for your fucking lives!” Midnight said. 

The alarm siren continues. 

Midnight, Elijah, and the rest of the soldiers were

running through the hallway 
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ChapterChapter Eighteen Eighteen

“Run now for your fucking “Run now for your fucking lives!” Midnight said. 

The alarm siren continues. 

Midnight, Elijah, and the rest of the soldiers were

running through the hallway 
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ChapterChapter Nineteen Nineteen

“Run now for your fucking “Run now for your fucking lives!” Midnight said. 

The alarm siren continues. 

Midnight, Elijah, and the rest of the soldiers were

running through the hallway 
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ChapterChapter Twenty Twenty

“Run now for your fucking “Run now for your fucking lives!” Midnight said. 

The alarm siren continues. 

Midnight, Elijah, and the rest of the soldiers were

running through the hallway 
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ChapterChapter Twenty-One Twenty-One

“Run now for your fucking “Run now for your fucking lives!” Midnight said. 

The alarm siren continues. 

Midnight, Elijah, and the rest of the soldiers were

running through the hallway 
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ChapterChapter Twenty-Two Twenty-Two

“Run now for your fucking “Run now for your fucking lives!” Midnight said. 

The alarm siren continues. 

Midnight, Elijah, and the rest of the soldiers were

running through the hallway 
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ChapterChapter Twenty-Three Twenty-Three

“Run now for your fucking “Run now for your fucking lives!” Midnight said. 

The alarm siren continues. 

Midnight, Elijah, and the rest of the soldiers were

running through the hallway 
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ChapterChapter Twenty-Four Twenty-Four

““LIE SEXY TO MY ASS,LIE SEXY TO MY ASS, YOU GO STRAIGHT

TO HELL FOR HAVING A MEAN WEDDING OVER

THE NEO-NAZI SEXIST FRENCH DIRTY SEX OVER

ME OVER THE STUPID FLAME SALAMANDER SEX

OVER ME AND MY ASS, YOU GET AWAY FOR ME,

GET AWAY FOR ME!” Holly said over her best friends

daughter,  but it  was the SLAVE SEXIST MAN over her

friend  off  of  sexy  slave  woman’s  feet  off  and

“Mreeeeeeeeeeeeow!”,  the  man  said,  slamming  the

champagne over Holly and slam the ring out of her  and

punched her at the wedding, but the salamanders got mad at

each other through the wedding and the man punches and

slam the rock at  the salamander,  but the whole group of
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salamanders can beat each other up through the battle of the

whole Foalalem battle.

Holly gasped, but the salamander had gasped with

HOLLY’s voice on it. Their women can beat each other up

through the Foalalem battle through the Salamander army.
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ChapterChapter Twenty-Five Twenty-Five

“Run now for your fucking “Run now for your fucking lives!” Midnight said. 

The alarm siren continues. 

Midnight, Elijah, and the rest of the soldiers were

running through the hallway 
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ChapterChapter Twenty-Six Twenty-Six

“Run now for your fucking “Run now for your fucking lives!” Midnight said. 

The alarm siren continues. 

Midnight, Elijah, and the rest of the soldiers were

running through the hallway 
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ChapterChapter Twenty-Seven Twenty-Seven

“NO MORE WEDDING RING“NO MORE WEDDING RING FOR YOU, YOU

ARE DIVORCED BY ME ON MY KIDS!” HOLLY said

with a gun on her TRIGONOMETRY on her ass, but it was

FALBO, an another lion which made their people go mad

at GOD and then turned devil’s witnesses into GOD on her

ass on her loved people off. The man turned black people

go crazy on the TRIGONOMETRY with GOD on 
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ChapterChapter Twenty-Eight Twenty-Eight

“I  HAD  IT WITH YOUR“I  HAD  IT WITH YOUR MOTHERFUCKING

NICE  GHETTO  LYING  FACE  THROUGH  MY

TRIGONOMETRY AND  YOUR LIFE  IS  MISERABLE

SO GET OUT OF MY LIFE WITH YOUR DIRTY SHOES

SO  I  WON’T  STOP  HAVING  SEX  WITH  PARTY

DRUNK  WEDDING  ON  MY  SEXIST  GAY  DUMB

PEOPLE  ON  MY  ASS  THROUGH  MY

TRIGONOMETRY,  JUST GET  OUT OF  MY THIRTY

FIVE  YEAR  OLD  FRENCH  ATHEIST,”  HOLLY  said

through MIDNIGHT’s face on my thirty year old boy, Jared

through the wedding.
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Jared throw a bottle of red wine at MIDNIGHT, but

MIDNIGHT fights  JARED  on  the  wedding  through  the

wedding ceremony and fight like grown animals.

“Knew  this  boy  ain’t  getting  wedding  fight  with

another man on the TRIGONOMETRY with her memories

of Jared with her nice suit with GOD’s forest of the devil,”

HOLLY’s  mother  said  with  her  nice  pride  on  her

TRIGONOMETRY with HOLLY on her memories.

The man had no words on her atheist marriage of

Donald Trump and Bernie Sanders with JESUS.

“I’ma start!” HOLLY’s mother said.

HOLLY’s mother said a bad word on an atheist with

GOD’s move on her TRIGONOMETRY with MIDNIGHT

and throw a bible at MIDNIGHT and threw her two shoes
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at the table and ran through MIDNIGHT to spank his ass

on  her  boyfriend  and  Jared  to  stop  him  from  ruining

HOLLY’s  marriage.  HOLLY  cried  in  her

TRIGONOMETRY  with  her  father’s  wish.  She  cried

through her  memories  through her  family’s  memories  of

her solemn love.

Two kids will remember Midnight and Holly with

her memories of Jared and Holly with GOD’s names on her

love.  Her  memories  were  mad  at  GOD  for  having  a

wedding at the party through her memories of GOD and

SATAN with phenemonon marriage with GOD.

“YOU LOVE MY BOOBS, I WANT YOUR FEET

OFF OF MY KITCHEN TABLE, I WANT SEX!” HOLLY

said on the TRIGONOMETRY through Midnight.
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Midnight  felt  angry  at  GOD  and  throw  a  PS4

controller at the picture frames on the wall and the glass

shatters.

“SICK OF THIS LIFE, I FUCKING HATE YOU!”

Midnight  said  through  HOLLY’s  face  and  screamed  at

GOD. “GOOOOOOOD!”

GOD said, “Why do you mad at me?”

HOLLY  grabbed  two  words  on  her  eyes  at

MIDNIGHT through her dreams of her TRIGONOMETRY,

saying, “GO AWAY!”

“JESUS FUCKIN--” MIDNIGHT said on her right-

thinking  of  GOD  and  the  devil  with  French  people.

Midnight got mad at GOD and break everything at GOD

and the LORD will never be pleased at what MIDNIGHT

did in first place.
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“You wanna get mad at  me, YOU GET OUT OF

MY FACE WITH YOUR LOVE OF JEALOUSY,  YOU

NEVER GET A GIRLFRIEND WHEN YOU GET A JOB

WITH YOUR FRIENDS ON YOUR LIFE FROM ME!”

GOD said through MIDNIGHT. 

MIDNIGHT said, “FUCKING--” 

MIDNIGHT smashes the TV and the screen table

on the countertop with GOD and the devil off of CHRIST’s

marriage. MIDNIGHT’s dad got mad at Sonya for having a

devil’s marriage out of the feminist party out of Midnight

and  Holly.  Sonya  prayed  for  her  boyfriend  off  of

MIDNIGHT and GOD made it through her boyfriend. 
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ChapterChapter Twenty-Nine Twenty-Nine

“Run now for your fucking “Run now for your fucking lives!” Midnight said. 

The alarm siren continues. 

Midnight, Elijah, and the rest of the soldiers were

running through the hallway 
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ChapterChapter Thirty Thirty

“Run now for your fucking “Run now for your fucking lives!” Midnight said. 

The alarm siren continues. 

Midnight, Elijah, and the rest of the soldiers were

running through the hallway 
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ChapterChapter Thirty-One Thirty-One

“My  Kingdom  Hall  is“My  Kingdom  Hall  is closed,  NO  NAZIS

ALLOWED!”  the  man  screamed  and  riot  through  the

Nazis kingdom. “GOD’s people only!”

“Knew this man is holding Kingdom Halls off!” the

woman said on the God’s kingdom. The woman surprise

another man on the job.

“My sexy city is closed,  I  love him!” the woman

said. “No sexist kids allowed on the God’s kingdom. You

had to be a man to kill a woman through my anniversary.”

“My sexist kingdom,” the other woman said. “It’s

shit!”

The woman screamed, “I don’t  care! I  care about

that man more than you did, so take my money!”
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“NO  NAZIS  ALLOWED!”  the  Kingdom  Hall

yelled.  “Slave another woman and I will  take you to the

court  to  spend  more  time  in  jail  for  the  money!”

money/sex/fame/feminism

“Stop, stop, stop, stop!” the woman began to fight

for  sleeping  with  another  Genesis  1:3  and  kill  another

woman on the sexist Kingdom Hall of Jehovah’s Witnesses

on the dreams of having Jaessica and slam another kid and

kill another woman. 

More  women  sleep  with  another  kid  on  the

TRIGONOMETRY  on  her  best  friend.  Her  dad  loves

another  TRIGONOMETRY with  GOD.  Two best  friends

slept with GOD and the universe on her best friend.

Two desperate people were here to stay with another

woman with her best friend on the TRIGONOMETRY.

Four  women  sleep  with  another  kid  on  the

TRIGONOMETRY  with  GOD,  going  to  HELL  with

SATAN  on  the  TRIGONOMETRY  with  atheism  and

French sexism, but GOD don’t like that. 

Another  woman slept  with GOD with atheism on

her witness with Jewish people on the French people. 

Two women slept with another good woman on the

TRIGONOMETRY with  GOD  with  Jesus  the  Jehovah’s

Witnesses on the TRIGONOMETRY with HOLLY. 
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MATILDA don’t have a trigonometry with her mind

on her  boyfriend with GOD. MATILDA was able  to  get

through  the  mindset  with  her  drink  with  GOD  on  her

trigonometry  with  HOLLY,  but  it  was  SONYA.  HOLLY

grabbed her MUSLIM costume and it was SONYA. 

MATILDA punched SONYA harder and kick her in

the ovaries with GOD and the devil will find MATILDA,

but an angel caught MATILDA caught another JESUS kick

on SONYA, but she closed her mind with GOD and kick

SONYA in the TESTICLES and got a DICK out of him and

that  was  a  GAY SEXIST SLAVE  MAN  on  the  devil’s

marriage, but he screamed, “MREEEEEEEEEEEEOW!”

MATILDA mad kick him in the testicles but it was

dead,  but  silent.  MATILDA was  a  bad  woman  with  a

devil’s testes off of her husband, James with GOD. 
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ChapterChapter Thirty-Two Thirty-Two

“Run now for your fucking “Run now for your fucking lives!” Midnight said. 

The alarm siren continues. 

Midnight, Elijah, and the rest of the soldiers were

running through the hallway 
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ChapterChapter Thirty-Three Thirty-Three

““Now rise through Jehovah’s WitnessNow rise through Jehovah’s Witness and we’ll

protest good God and the devil left through my marriage,”

the woman said. “No more reading Genesis 1:3 on my bible

and  start  my  Jewish  bible  off  of  the  Kingdom  Hall  of

Jehovah’s  Witnesses.  We’re  protesting  God  off  of  the

desperate marriage!”

“Yes!” the man said on the devil’s wedding. “And I

cried a lot, yes!” 

“No, I die and caught you in hell first!” the woman

said. “You are sick and I kill you through my wedding, so I

cut your trignometry off of the brain surgery through my

kids!” 
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“Slap another woman through the Kingdom Hall of

Jehovah’s Witnesses wedding and never get another woman

through my life!” the man said on the first trignometry and

aesthetic Slavery Cartoon punch slave punch a man out of

him. “You dead and I will slave you into my kingdom! Go

back to Satan and slam your ring to a woman and call her a

slob through my marriage, go to hell! You gay!”

“No more Kingdom Hall gayety for you and I will

slap you ass up through my wedding!” the man said on the

trignometry and began to slap him. The man kills another

woman on the Sega Master System on the devil’s marriage.

“No!” the woman said. “You sick of being a kid for

having sex with a woman off of having a solemn marriage

of having a bible through the Soviet through the slavery

kingdom.” 

“Don’t say you dead to me to your wedding!” the

man said

“That’s total wisdom crae-crae to me and do not kill

me with sexy wedding through my ass!” the woman said on

the trignometry. “You sick and I’ll kill you at the marriage

of the anniversary of my sexism! You love it! My rights, I

want sex!” 

“My marriage, I love sex,” the man said, gave the

woman a kiss and slap a woman and evil laugh to her face. 
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“I want sex! I had two sons through my life, I love

it!” another kid said.

“Stop  that!”  the  woman  said.  “It’s  none  of  your

business!” Slap and punch another man through the devil’s

marriage period 

“My sexy wedding is loved forever to my marriage,

God,  please  give  me  another  woman  and  I’ll  punch  her

sexy wedding through my Kingdom Hall!” the man said. 

, slap! 

“You  sex  with  another  woman  with  my  ass,  I’ll

teach you straight  from my sexist  wedding!” the woman

said. 

“Stupid  motherfucker  who  gives  a  shit  about  my

fucking wedding!” the man screamed and fussed at God.

“
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ChapterChapter Thirty-Four Thirty-Four

The Nazi will get through theThe Nazi will get through the men Kingdom Hall

of Jehovah’s Witnesses through the memories of the devil’s

wedding.  “Never  care  about  the  girl  through  the  sexes

through the  marriage.  That’s  bullshit!  Act  like  a  man to

hear another girl to hear adultery and you’ll be dead to the

wedding  through  the  marriage  and  start  going  through

Allah through God, go to hell and stop staring at me for

having  a  wedding  on  my  Kingdom  Hall  of  Jehovah’s

Witnesses. You get a damn life and never think about me!” 

“Old  devil  will  hear  a  Nazi  through the marriage

through kids and teens! Never last a sexual healing through

the marriage of the devil and the Nazi wedding. Get out of

my face!”  the  devil  said through the  narrator’s  father  of
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Satan through the marriage. A  very   and Samuel will last two

years through marriage through the sexual devil’s wedding

through the marriage. All kids will last two years through

the marriage. SG-1000 Girl’s Garden through the marriage

of the devil’s wedding. 

“My right is to kill all the kids through my wedding

to get through sexism!” Isabelle said on the devil’s wedding

through the Saint Isabelle Catholic Church on the devil’s

wedding. Two children will care about the devil’s wedding

through the anniversary. 

“No,  I  had  enough  with  you,”  Avery  said.  “My

wedding is to kill all the Nazis through my marriage to save

my socks back on my doctor shoes to care about my sex

through my wedding. This will last you more time through
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my Kingdom Hall  of Jehovah’s Witnesses wedding.” old

sex with Donald Trump’s wedding on the Nazi Soviets 

The Soviets were solemn and aesthetic and slam the

Xbox Two through the PlayStation 6 from the future. Old

Xbox  and  new  Xbox  will  last  two  through  four  years

through sexy wedding through the whole 18+ marriage. 

“Never get the girl you love for the sexy marriage!

Sad now and I cry!” the woman said,  punching the man

through the  wedding through the  Neo-Nazis  through the

marriage.  Nazi  wedding  off  of  the  Kingdom  Hall  of

Jehovah’s Witnesses New Good vs Bad  GOD VS SATAN

on  sexy  wedding  on  the  devil’s  wedding  through  the

universe.
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“You  Nazi,  I  hate  you!”  the  woman  said  on  the

trignometry and slave punch a man through the memory of

the devil and start getting dizzy. 

“No more Kingdom Hall for you and you’ll go to

the  splatterhouse  and  go  through  the  Devil’s  house  for

Lucifer!” the Nazi said to the man. “Stay away for me!”

The Nazi slap the man off of the devil. A man will

never last a mourn morning through the wedding through

the Satan’s marriage.

“Noooooooo  gay  sexy  marriage  for  a  girl  to  my

ass!”  the  man  said  on  the  devil’s  advocate  through  the

wedding. “Sleep another time and you’ll split the man into

a  woman  and  pee  a  lot  through  the  sexist  Neo-Nazi’s

wedding through the man!”

A man pees a lot through the marriage of the devil’s

wedding. Another chance is to kill another woman of the

devil  through  the  marriage.  The  man  kiss  a  Neo-Nazi

through the Kingdom Hall of Jehovah’s Witnesses through

the marriage of the devil. 

“Shit!” the woman said on the marriage and cried.

The man killed a Neo-Nazi at the end of the marriage and

laughed evil. Death Satan through the marriage of the devil

through the man. 
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